
 

 

 

 

Despite automakers’ skepticism, it bears noting that even the EPA’s tough new emissions 

rules likely aren’t tough enough to stay in line with the Paris Agreement’s goal of keeping 

global temperature rise below 2°C of warming above pre-industrial levels. An analysis by 

the International Council on Clean Transportation says that 75% of new car sales would 

have to be EVs by 2030 to stay in line with that temperature trajectory. “This is Biden’s 

chance to take the biggest single step of any nation to confront the climate crisis, but the 

EPA’s proposal stalls out when it comes to new gas-guzzlers,” said Dan Becker, director of 

the Center for Biological Diversity’s transportation campaign. “Biden shouldn’t let 

automakers’ can’t-do attitude sabotage his best shot at cutting carbon emissions.” 
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The Biden Administration and the American automobile industry seemed to be in raptures with 

one another back in 2021. “We’ve just got to step up—government, industry, labor working 

together,” President Joe Biden said that August, on the White House lawn, speaking on the need 

to decarbonize the industry. “We have a playbook, and it’s going to work.” The CEOs of the big 

three American automakers, Ford, Stellantis, and GM, looked on, each still glowing from a 

personal presidential shout out earlier in the address. Then they gathered around as Biden signed 

an executive order inaugurating a new target for zero emission electric vehicles (EVs) to 

comprise half of all new car sales by 2030. 

That relationship may be getting more rocky. Today, the U.S. EPA unveiled tough new 

automobile tailpipe pollution limits in a new proposed rule. The rule does not prescribe a 

technological fix, but the agency says that, in order to comply, automakers may end up having to 

sell two EVs for every gasoline automobile by 2032. That will put the U.S. transportation 

sector—the nation’s largest source of greenhouse gas pollution—on a more ambitious 

decarbonization trajectory than Biden pledged in 2021. The public comment period for the 

proposed rule runs for the next 60 days, with a final rule likely to be promulgated early next year. 

Today’s announcement comes less than two weeks after the Treasury Department released its 

guidance for companies on how to comply with the Inflation Reduction Act’s (IRA) EV tax 

credit regulations.  

https://theicct.org/us-ghg-standard-paris-agreement-dec22/
https://u7061146.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=4tNED-2FM8iDZJQyQ53jATUa9no6SqJgynxHqi3zeZDtZx8mb-2F4HRGfpcNfj3xHycnesax_SFIebN6FcOcc1N5OFyfDmBhOn11F1Ng6Klz1fV42qxMH9LbfRif5WMvjNI4k0JMnts3TMF7R9k8edQgWcpbTAmEVnKeyt0cK4ZJEFpqIAVfSBlh6ldWzSlYv87bWdedBAKm7i-2BN6z7bKVt2Q45i1b8suD6BOji4cr7mU4xSF5QgWZTaI3vY7RkJsXH6qYF3ohrGsO-2FIWZWvOq5nAjUkcQ4-2FyMIU6Qi7XNkBJHPuhRNJaFh6RoFK1JzPB1wHMgf5pEOxjHloFUVLU0Hu-2FJvfxUOp9fRFY0-2Bl3SrFVo0gfqTF1rxzzsLqlO6WbLbwY8ClELXLbWhPBrFZn1NIw8k9Dy-2FgM7CZj4Yd25YFI9J-2F3ycI-3D
https://time.com/author/alejandro-de-la-garza/
https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/proposed-rule-greenhouse-gas-emissions-standards-heavy#:~:text=Rule%20Summary,-Related%20Information&text=On%20April%2012%2C%202023%2C%20EPA,model%20year%20(MY)%202027.
https://time.com/6267756/what-treasury-ev-tax-credit-rules-mean/
https://time.com/6267756/what-treasury-ev-tax-credit-rules-mean/


The response from the auto industry has been, not unexpectedly, tepid. “EPA’s proposed 

emissions plan is aggressive by any measure. By that I mean it sets automotive electrification 

goals in the next few years that are… very high,” writes John Bozzella, the CEO of the Alliance 

for Automotive Innovation (AAI), an industry group, in a press release. “To be clear, 50 percent 

[EV sales] was always a stretch goal.” AAI’s membership includes Ford, GM, and Stellantis, 

along with others like Volkswagen, Mercedes, and Toyota.  

Bozella says that automakers are committed to electrification, but that challenges to building out 

charging infrastructure and industry supply chains, and gaps in critical mineral supply could hold 

things back. The industry also doesn’t like that they’ll be forced into electrification via emissions 

standards, which they say will require them to waste money making their gasoline vehicles more 

efficient in order to comply, rather than putting those dollars toward EVs.  

Greg Smithies, partner at venture capital firm Fifth Wall, which has invested in EV 

infrastructure, says a lot of the automakers’ concerns are fairly manageable. “It behooves the 

industry to push back on any regulations in general,” he says.  

Despite automakers’ skepticism, it bears noting that even the EPA’s tough new emissions 

rules likely aren’t tough enough to stay in line with the Paris Agreement’s goal of keeping 

global temperature rise below 2°C of warming above pre-industrial levels. An analysis by 

the International Council on Clean Transportation says that 75% of new car sales would 

have to be EVs by 2030 to stay in line with that temperature trajectory. “This is Biden’s 

chance to take the biggest single step of any nation to confront the climate crisis, but the 

EPA’s proposal stalls out when it comes to new gas-guzzlers,” said Dan Becker, director of 

the Center for Biological Diversity’s transportation campaign. “Biden shouldn’t let 

automakers’ can’t-do attitude sabotage his best shot at cutting carbon emissions.” 

Ingrid Malmgren, policy director at electrification advocacy nonprofit Plug In America, says the 

new rules aren’t even that big of a lift from prior targets. The main difference, she says, is that 

the rules extend decarbonization trajectories out further into the future And she notes that the 

Biden Administration has provided a lot of support to automakers, from tax incentives for EV 

sales to rollouts of government-funded charging infrastructure. Notably, the EV tax incentives 

under the IRA weren’t a blank check for the auto industry—they’ll have to invest in domestic 

battery supply chains for their cars to qualify—but those requirements are a lot looser than they 

could have been under the text of last summer’s climate law. 

“It’s not that they’re just running around carrying a stick,” Malmgren says. “They’re also giving 

tons of carrots to manufacturers.” 
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